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The Pacific saury, 
Cololabis saira, is widely 
distributed in the North 
Pacific, and is harvested 
commercially in the area 
between 140ºE and 172ºE.

We used environmental daily 
information from 
Meteorological Research 
Institute multivariate ocean 
variational estimation 
(MOVE) system for the area 
between 140ºE and 159ºE.

https://www.npfc.int/sites/default/files/2019-08/TWG%20PSSA04%20Report.pdf


About 95% of total catches provided to the North Pacific Fisheries Commission (NPFC) 
by its Members and almost 100% of Russian catches in 1994-2017 were distributed in 
the area spatially intersecting MOVE products.



sea surface temperature (SST) from Multi-scale Ultra-high Resolution 
spatial resolution of 0.01 degrees in longitude-latitude coordinates, roughly 
at 1 km intervals

https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/Multi-scale_Ultra-high_Resolution_MUR-SST

https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/Multi-scale_Ultra-high_Resolution_MUR-SST


Positions of vessels seeking or catching saury were interpolated 
in 1 km resolution from Russian vessel monitoring system (VMS)
http://cfmc.ru/

Overall spatial resolution for 
the SDMs was upscaled to 
MOVE system (0.1 degrees in 
longitude-latitude coordinates)

http://cfmc.ru/


AUC
Number of points with 

catching operations
Total points

Percent of “absences”
Label VC % PI % VC % PI % VC % PI %

Lag.02.MeanSST 17 11.2 16.8 12 14.6 13.7
Lag.00.MeanSST 3 4.4 2.3 4.9 1.7 6.2
Lag.04.MeanG050 1.4 0 0 0 0.9 0
Lag.03.MeanT050 1.3 0 1 0.5 1 1.3
Lag.00.MeanG050 1.1 2.1 1.4 2.5 0.5 2.2
Lag.37.MeanT050 0.7 5.3 0.7 4.4 0.5 6.1
Lag.00.MeanGRD 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
Lag.34.MeanGRD 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2
Lag.37.MeanT100 0.2 0.6 0 0.3 0 0.1
Lag.00.MeanT050 0.1 2.2 0 0.9 0 0.2
Lag.07.MeanSST 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.7 0 0.2
Lag.12.MeanG050 0.1 0 0 0 0 0
Lag.15.MeanG050 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0
Lag.37.MeanG050 0.1 1.4 0.3 1.1 0.1 1.9
Lag.37.MeanNcm 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.4 0 0
Lag.01.MeanNcm 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 0
Lag.14.MeanG100 0 0 0.5 0 0 0
Lag.37.MeanEcm 0 0.7 0.2 0.9 0.1 0.9

216 489 126 672 84 448
80.50% 66.60% 50.00%

0.65 0.624 0.591

42224 42224 42224

Decreasing the 
number of 
points with 
“absences” of 
saury decreased 
AUC



First, we estimated variable contribution and permutation importance of 184 possible combinations of 
SST and MOVE daily products with 0 to 7 days lags and moving average window from 0 to 7 days in 
MaxEnt, filtering those predictors which had VC or PI > 0.1%. Second, VC or PI > 1%. AUC didn’t change much (~0.65)

water temperature (MeanT050) and its gradient 
(MeanG050) at 50 m depth for the current day of 
catch and up to 2 previous days for MeanSST and 
from 3 to 7 days for MeanT050 and MeanG050 depth 
contributed the most of all environmental predictors



We further tried different configurations of GAMs. 3D (x,y,jday) GAM AUC = 0.71 and 
accuracy = 0.75 were higher than in MaxEnt in a full set, but in the test (80% training 
subset) AUC of 3D GAM was lower (0.60) than that of MaxEnt (AUC = 0.68)



Random Forest outperformed MaxEnt and GAMs by accuracy (0.86) and AUC (0.70) in the test and full set of data

Confusion matrix indices for the test set (left) and full set (right), where RF XY denotes RF tuned with real coordinates instead of indexed by days in a year



Taylor diagram for the test sets (left) and for the full sets (right)



Pearson's product-moment correlation 
between Year, annual sum of the 
predicted areas with conditions 
preferred by saury in the EEZ 
(AreaNW), annual sum of saury catch 
by all Members of the NPFC 
(TotalCatch), catch in the EEZ (NW) 
and Convention Area (CA) in 2008, 
which had maximum catch in the NW, 
2014, which had maximum total catch, 
2017, which had minimum catch in the 
NW and 2018, which had maximum 
catch in the CA. Asterisk shows 
significant correlation (p <0.05).

Though we didn’t find such strong and 
significant correlation for the full set



Conclusions

Annual sum of the predicted areas with high HSI in the NW 
showed significant and strong correlation (0.96, p<0.05) with 
total catches of saury in the last extreme years (2008 –
maximum catch in the EEZ, 2014 – maximum total catch, 2017 
– minimum catch in the EEZ and 2018 – maximum catch in the 
Convention Area of the NPFC) of pacific saury catch reported 
to the NPFC.

P.S. multiple nonlinear effects of SST, WT and TG can not be 
shown in a simple map, but during discussion further several 
animations are provided
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